Executive Director Letter
At The Job Forum, our goal is to help others find their next job!
This was a year when everything changed and millions of people had their daily lives
transformed. Many skilled and wonderful people lost their jobs or had their industry changed
forever as a result of the pandemic.

The Job Forum is here for them! We know firsthand the

determination, positive spirit, and sustained effort that today’s job hunters must possess to find
their next job and we are here to provide them with counsel, support and guidance.

While things have changed, some things have gotten better!
Amidst the mayhem,

The Job Forum continued its weekly efforts to help as many job hunters as

possible meet the challenges they faced by guiding them in how to conduct a modern and
successful job search.

But during COVID, The Job Forum actually doubled its programming!

Not only are we offering the usual Wednesday night sessions, we now offer Thursday night
programming as well. And our volunteer ranks have increased significantly too!

We also have a new newsletter,

Job Forum Connects, which will be coming out on a quarterly

basis. You are reading the inaugural issue! Please share it with others you think would be
interested in our practical and valuable programs.

This is a team effort. Volunteer! Mentor! Donate!
We need your generous support to extend our job hunting programs to reach and guide the
many who are out of work. The critical funds and/or time you give will help us fuel our volunteer
efforts and provide support to those who are out of work. If you know anyone looking for a job,
you know it can be a lonely, long process. Give generously to help us help job hunters.

The Job Forum really makes a difference!
Thank you!

www.thejobforum.org
www.thejobforum.org/donate
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